
The interactions of malignant cells with supporting and 
reactive non- transformed host cells are orchestrated by 
the density, location and functional activity of the lat-
ter and by soluble mediators released into the tumour 
microenvironment (TME)1. Frequently neglected ele-
ments of the TME are the components of the comple-
ment system, produced by the tumour and infiltrating 
cells or originating from the circulation2. Complement 
is a key player in the innate immune defence against 
pathogens and in the maintenance of host homeostasis. 
It is composed of more than 50 plasma components pro-
duced mainly by the liver and released into the circula-
tion as well as receptors expressed on the membranes of 
different cell types. The individual components interact 
with each other in the extracellular space3 (Fig. 1). Recent 
discoveries have made clear that complement effectors 
can also be generated intracellularly, leading to locally 
occurring complement activation, and that complement 
proteins have non- canonical functions, which are inde-
pendent of the plasmatic cascade4,5. Cumulative evidence 
over the past 10 years has proved that complement pro-
teins are present in the TME and that malignant and 
infiltrating cells have the capacity to produce in situ a 
large spectrum of these components6.

Complement and cancer is an emerging field and 
most of the phenomena have been described in a single 
study or for a single type of cancer. Nevertheless, a solid 
body of evidence has accumulated to demonstrate that 

the functionality and level of expression of complement 
proteins by malignant cells or in the TME can modulate 
the fate of the tumour. In cancer, the impact of comple-
ment is diverse, ranging from antitumour defence to 
potent tumour promotion. The data in the literature, 
mostly focused on animal models and in vitro studies, 
have yielded mixed and sometimes contradictory con-
clusions. Analyses of human cancers are scarce and it 
is still unclear whether complement is overactivated 
or, on the contrary, inhibited in patients with cancer.  
In this Review, we present the evidence showing the high 
diversity of actions of complement components in cancer 
and the heterogeneity of their production and activation 
pathways. Using data from human cancers and mouse 
models, mechanisms of tumour control and tumour pro-
motion are discussed. We also compare the expression of 
complement genes and their clinical impact in different 
cancer types, using publicly available data sets, which 
highlights the context- dependent effects of comple-
ment across cancer types. Finally, we argue that the most 
appropriate therapeutic approaches to activate or neutral-
ize complement will be dependent on the tumour context 
and, therefore, will require a personalized approach.

The complement system
Complement is a central part of immunity that serves 
as a first line of defence against pathogens and stressed 
host cells3. The complement system is composed of 
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plasma proteins that react with one another to opsonize 
pathogens, inducing a series of inflammatory responses 
that concomitantly help immune cells to fight against 
infections and to maintain homeostasis2. The initiation 
of the complement cascade is dependent both on the 
context (for example, the nature of the trigger or the type 
of antigen) and on the tissue location (Fig. 1a).

Conventional complement activation pathways. 
Historically, complement was considered to be initiated 
by three distinct pathways — classical, lectin and alter-
native. Immune complexes and apoptotic cells activate 
the classical pathway, after recognition of the target 
molecules by C1q. The lectin pathway is triggered after 
recognition of sugar motifs, foreign to a healthy tissue. 
The alternative pathway is constitutively active at low 
levels, serving as a sentinel to attack any surface which 
is not specifically protected by complement regulators.

Each of these pathways leads, through a sequence 
of conformational changes and enzymatic reactions, to 
the cleavage of the central component C3 into bioactive 
fragments C3a and C3b. This is achieved by enzymatic 
complexes — C3 convertases of the classical, lectin and 
alternative pathways. The downstream component C5 is 
cleaved by C5 convertases, thus triggering the terminal 
pathway, generating C5a and the terminal complement 
complex C5b-9, known as the membrane attack complex 
(MAC)2,7. The anaphylatoxins C3a and C5a, the opsoniz-
ing C3 activation fragments C3b, iC3b and C3d, and 
the MAC are the canonical effectors of the complement 
system. Complement is also tightly controlled by nega-
tive regulators, such as factor H (FH), FI, CD35, CD46, 
CD55, CD59, C4BP and C1 inhibitor (C1inh), to avoid 
damage to healthy cells.

C3a and C5a bind to their respective receptors, C3a 
receptor (C3aR) and C5aR1 or C5aR2, and play a criti-
cal role in inducing inflammation and activation of 
immune cells as well as endothelial cells, epithelial cells, 
fibroblasts and certain malignant cells, which express 
the anaphylatoxin receptors3. Anaphylatoxins induce the 
oxidative burst in macrophages, eosinophils and neutro-
phils, which supports inflammation3. In a physiological 
context, these events contribute to acute inflammation, 
and eradication of pathogens. Within tissues, locally 
produced C3a and C5a activate C3aR and C5aR1, 
respectively, on antigen- presenting cells and T cells, 
and consequently control proliferation, differentiation, 
expansion and viability8,9. In the context of cancer, com-
plement anaphylatoxins are continually generated and 
in the majority of the studied mouse models lead to 
tumour- promoting chronic inflammation6.

MAC assembly creates a transmembrane pore that 
causes prompt osmotic lysis of certain bacteria and meta-
bolically inert targets (such as erythrocytes and lipo-
somes). Nucleated host cells often resist lytic killing by 
MAC owing to a high expression of membrane regu-
lators. Nevertheless, when formed, the C5b-9 complex 
can have profound effects on cell functions, leading 
to activation and adaptation or cell death depending 
on the context10. To avoid inadvertent healthy host 
tissue damage, complement is a tightly regulated cas-
cade, constantly kept in check. However, cancer cells 

acquire escape mechanisms to protect against MAC 
activity, such as overexpression of complement reg-
ulators6,11. Furthermore, one study suggests that heat 
shock protein 90 (HSP90) protects tumour cells from 
complement- dependent cytotoxicity by inhibiting, 
together with mortalin (also known as mitochondrial 
stress 70 protein or GRP75), C5b-9 assembly and/or 
stability at the plasma membrane12.

Considering these effects of complement on cell acti-
vation and survival as well as on the modulation of the 
entire immune system, it is not surprising that tumours 
have evolved mechanisms to adapt to its presence and to 
subvert it for their benefit.

Non- canonical and intracellular complement initiation. 
Complement can also be activated by an unconventional, 
convertase- independent pathway, through other enzymes 
cleaving C3 and C5, such as cathepsin L, renin, thrombin 
and plasmin13–17. Although generated by non- canonical 
mechanisms, the C3a and C5a as well as C3b and C5b 
components produced are often identical in sequence to 
the convertase- generated anaphylatoxins. Therefore, they 
are canonical effectors but are generated in a non- canonical 
manner. This cleavage can occur in the circulation, within 
the tissues but also intracellularly. Interestingly, thrombin can 
cleave C5 at a different site from that of C5 convertases, gen-
erating an even more potent equivalent of C5b, with higher 
lytic activity15. In addition, C3a generated by mouse tumour 
cell lines promoted an immunosuppressive TME by acting 
on the tumour- associated macrophage (TAM) phenotype 
in such a way that could not be replicated by C3a generated 
exogenously18. The mechanism for this differential activity 
is still not well defined, but this study shows that local or  
intracellularly generated anaphylatoxins may have properties 
that are different from their plasmatic counterparts.

Complement activation inside cells has been des-
cribed for T cells and exerts homeostatic and immu-
nological functions19,20. Through their non- canonical 
functions, complement components modulate the funda-
mental processes of immune cells, including immune cell 
proliferation, migration, metabolism and even transcrip-
tional activity20–24. The autocrine complement activation 
and the activity of the complement regulator CD46 are 
indispensable for the functioning of human CD4+ and 
cytotoxic CD8+ T cells in physiological conditions25–27. 
It should be noted that the absence of CD46 on mouse 
immune cells renders these phenomena human spe-
cific, emphasizing the divergent roles of innate immune 
sensors between mice and humans. Studies on human 
T cells also show unconventional intracellular C3 cleav-
age by cathepsin L27. The ‘tonic’ intracellular C3a that 
is generated is required for homeostatic T cell survival. 
Although it is generated intracellularly, C3a could be 
released locally to act in an outside- in, autocrine manner. 
At least in part, intracellular C3 stores derive from the 
internalization of the hydrolytic product of C3, C3(H2O), 
from the extracellular milieu28. It was suggested that 
the cleavage of C3 by cathepsin L is species specific, 
described only in human T cells, and does not operate 
in mice27. Nevertheless, another study described cathep-
sin L- mediated C3 cleavage in a mouse model of ischae-
mia or reperfusion29. These potential species differences 

Anaphylatoxins
The collective name for the 
complement activation 
fragments C3a, C4a and C5a.

Oxidative burst
A rapid release of reactive 
oxygen species (superoxide 
radicals and hydrogen 
peroxide) from different types 
of cells.

Mortalin
A highly conserved heat shock 
protein implicated in functions 
ranging from the stress 
response to control of cell 
proliferation and inhibition  
of apoptosis.
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should be taken into account if and when this mechanism 
is studied in animal models of cancer. In addition, in 
human T helper 1 (TH1) cells, intracellular C5 activation 
and subsequent C5a stimulation of intracellular C5aR1 
results in the assembly of the NOD-, LRR- and pyrin 
domain- containing 3 (NLRP3) inflammasome, needed 
for the optimal production of interferon- γ (IFNγ)26. 
Moreover, novel functions of intracellular C3 have 
emerged, such as its implication in immune cell gene 
transcription23 or regulation of autophagy30. Soluble C1q 
was shown to be internalized by CD8+ T cells and to mod-
ulate their metabolism in the context of autoimmunity 

and viral infections22. All of these processes have not 
yet been studied in the context of cancer. Nevertheless,  
it is tempting to speculate that the non- canonical func-
tions of complement will shape the immune TME and 
play a key role in antitumour immunity.

Functions of complement in cancer
Intratumoural initiation of the complement cascade. 
Despite strong evidence for complement activation in 
human tumours and mouse models (TAbles 1,2), very few 
studies have addressed the specific pathway by which 
these anaphylatoxins are generated.

Autophagy
A cellular stress response in 
which cellular proteins and 
organelles are digested and 
recycled by lysosomes in order 
to maintain active metabolism.
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Fig. 1 | The complement system in the tumour microenvironment. a | This schematic 
shows the mechanisms of activation and regulation of the complement cascade.  
The complement system can be activated by three pathways: the classical, lectin and 
alternative pathways leading to the generation of C3 convertase. The classical pathway 
is activated after recognition by the C1 complex (composed of C1q, C1r and C1s) of 
immune complexes and/or apoptotic cells; the lectin pathway is initiated after fixation of 
the complex comprising mannose- binding lectin (MBL) or ficolins with mannose- binding 
lectin- associated serine proteases (MASPs) to terminal mannose residues on cell 
surfaces. The alternative pathway is constitutively activated at low levels by the 
spontaneous hydrolysis of C3 into C3(H2O). These initiation events lead to the formation 
of enzymatic complexes, C3 convertases, which cleave the central component C3 into 
C3a and C3b. C3a is an anaphylatoxin and C3b can opsonize cells. The alternative 
pathway C3 convertase is composed of the activation fragments of C3 and factor B (FB) 
(C3bBb). The classical and lectin pathway convertase consists of the activation fragments 
of C2 and C4. A recent effort to harmonize the complement nomenclature postulated 
that it should be denoted C4b2b141, but in the previous literature was indicated as C4b2a. 
C3b binds close to or on the C3 convertases, allowing formation of the C5 convertases, 
which cleave C5 into C5a (an anaphylatoxin) and C5bC5b that initiates the terminal 
pathway of the complement system, leading to the formation of the membrane attack 
complex (MAC). Some proteases, extrinsic to the cascade (such as plasmin), can cleave 
C5 in a non- canonical way , independently of convertase formation, in the circulation or 
within the tissues. An intracellular cleavage of C3 by cathepsin L also occurs independently 
of the cascade. To avoid host tissue damage, this system is tightly regulated by soluble or 
membranous proteins at different levels of the cascade. b | This schematic shows the 
composition of the tumour microenvironment (TME) and the complement proteins 
produced by different non- malignant host cell types. The tumour has a rich complement 
environment. All stromal and tumour cells participate in the local production of 
complement proteins. The immune cells, especially myeloid cells (such as macrophages, 
neutrophils, myeloid- derived suppressor cells (MDSCs) and dendritic cells (DCs)), can 
produce complement components, especially those of the classical and alternative 
pathways, as well as express high levels of complement receptors and multiple regulators. 
The endothelial cells and fibroblasts are also key players in the TME and produce 
complement proteins, express regulators and a lower level of complement receptors. 
Finally , the participation of tumour cells in the complement cascade is dependent upon the 
cancer type but a key feature is the high expression of complement regulators to protect 
against complement- dependent cytotoxicity. Of note, this is a qualitative representation. 
Each cell type produces different amounts of each of the complement proteins.  
AP, alternative pathway ; C1inh, C1 inhibitor ; C3aR , C3a receptor ; C4BP, C4b- binding 
protein; C5aR1, C5a receptor 1; CLU, clusterin; CP, classical pathway ; CR1, complement 
receptor 1; FCN1, ficolin 1; LP, lectin pathway ; NK cell, natural killer cell; VN, vitronectin.

◀

The TC-1 mouse tumour cell line used to form 
syngeneic tumours in mice is probably the best- 
characterized model for classical pathway complement 
activation. This cell line is derived from primary lung 
epithelial cells, and expresses the human papilloma 
virus 16 (HPV16) oncoproteins E6 and E7; it serves 
as a model of human tumours infected with HPV16, 
such as lung or cervical cancer, depending on the study.  
Indeed, in the seminal paper describing the pro- 
tumoural role of complement, the TC-1 cell line was 
used to demonstrate that complement activation 
occurred via either the C4-dependent classical or lec-
tin pathway31. Recently, we established using this same 
model that it is in fact the classical pathway which is 
activated32. In another syngeneic lung cancer mouse 
model using the KRAS- mutant CMT167 lung cancer 
cell line, the classical pathway has also been shown to be 
activated, likely by intratumoural immunoglobulins33. 
Although not necessarily implicated in complement 
initiation, the alternative pathway can amplify the C3 
activation fragment deposits, thus perpetuating intra-
tumoural complement activation. Indeed, C3–/– mice 
are protected against tumour progression in nearly 
all of the tested mouse tumour models (TAbles 1,2). 

However, little evidence is available implicating the 
lectin pathway in tumour progression34,35.

In cancer models, C3 and C5 can also be cleaved 
by complement cascade- independent proteases, thus 
bypassing the initial recognition events15–17. Early studies 
from the 1990s showed that (pro)cathepsin L, released 
by tumour cells (mouse and human cell lines), can  
cleave C3 (reFs36,37). Knock- in of cathepsin L into a 
mouse mela noma cell line makes it capable of cleaving 
exogenous C3, promoting its tumorigenic capacity and 
endowing it with metastatic potential. Although the 
cleavage pattern reported in these papers is not consist-
ent with the recent findings for C3a generation27, these 
studies suggest that the capacity of tumour cells to cleave 
C3 promotes tumour progression. Furthermore, in 2019,  
a study demonstrated acquisition of a tumour- promoting 
phenotype upon knock- in of C3 into various tumour 
cell lines with consequent intracellular activation of C3, 
potentially by cathepsin L18.

C5 is cleaved by plasmin, activated by urokinase plas-
minogen activator (uPA)-expressing macrophages in 
mouse models of squamous carcinogenesis, leading to 
C3-independent release of C5a16. Using C5-producing 
tumour cell lines, it was shown that C5a can be generated 
by a, hitherto unidentified, cell membrane- bound serine 
protease17. Thrombin is produced in tumours and has 
potent pro- tumoural activity38. Therefore, it is tempting 
to speculate that the cleavage of C5 will be yet another  
mechanism contributing to its pro- tumoural activity in situ.

Certain tumour cells contain intracellular pools of 
C3 and C5 (reFs32,39–41). Although poorly studied cur-
rently, we postulate that the intracellular cleavage of  
C3 and C5 recently found to occur in T cells26,27 will not 
be restricted to this immune cell population and it can be  
expected that the intracellular generation of C3a and 
C5a will have a major role in the function of tumour 
cells, as well as non- immune constituents of the TME, 
such as endothelial cells and fibroblasts.

Complement effectors and the immune contexture of the 
tumour. The immune contexture of tumours, which is 
the immune profile determined by the density, compo-
sition, functional state and organization of the leukocyte 
infiltrate, is a key determinant of tumour progression1. 
Complement receptors are expressed on the surface of 
immune cells. C3a and C5a, generated locally within 
the tumour, promote leukocyte attraction and impact 
their phenotype (Fig. 2). Following the discovery that C5a 
recruits myeloid- derived suppressor cells (MDSCs) to 
the TME, which in turn suppress effector T cells31, it was 
found that C3a and/or C5a exerts a profound influence 
on the TME by inducing a series of context- dependent 
changes, including: the recruitment of tumour- 
promoting macrophages and CC- chemokine ligand 2  
(CCL2) production (in a PTX3 and FH- dependent 
manner)42; a decrease in recruitment of CD4+ T cells 
and neutrophils43; a decrease in recruitment of natural 
killer (NK) cells44; stimulation of a pro- tumoural phe-
notype for CD4+ T cells33; inhibition of interleukin 10 
(IL-10) expression by intratumoural CD8+ T cells45; stim-
ulation of the pro- tumorigenic properties of mast cells 
and macro phages, including suppression of CD8+ T cell 
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Table 1 | Pro- tumoural role of complement in mouse models of cancer

Cancer mouse model Complement 
component 
studied

Effects on tumour growth Mechanism Ref.

Syngeneic  
(using TC-1 cells)

C4, C3, C5aR1, 
factor B

C4–/–, C3–/– and C5ar1–/– mice, but not 
Cfb–/– mice, have impaired tumour 
growth; pharmacological inhibition  
of C5aR1 impaired tumour growth

Modulation of migration and production  
of ROS and RNS by MDSCs

31

Syngeneic  
(using TC-1 cells)

C1q, C3, C4 C1q–/–, C4–/– and C3–/– mice have  
impaired tumour growth

Classical complement pathway 
activation induced pro- tumoural effects 
on angiogenesis and the immune 
environment

32

Lung syngeneic (LLC) C1q, C5 C1q–/– but not C5–/– mice have impaired 
tumour growth

C1q induced angiogenesis independently  
of complement activation

58

Lung syngeneic and 
orthotopic (CMT167-luc, 
EML4-ALK , LLC- luc)

C3, C3aR1, 
C5aR1

C3–/– mice have impaired tumour growth 
and a decreased number of metastases in 
other lobes of the lung; pharmacological 
blockade of C3aR or C5aR1 results in 
inhibition of tumour growth

C3 signalling inhibits the production of 
multiple cytokines from CD4+ T cells

33

Lung syngeneic  
in KrasLSL−G12D/+ mice

C5aR1 Combination of C5a and C5aR1 
inhibition and PD1 blockade results 
in decreased tumour growth and 
metastasis

Increased frequency of CD8+ T cells and 
decreased frequency of MDSCs within 
tumours

132

Experimental lung 
metastasis and lung 
xenograft (A549M1, 
H460M5)

C5aR1 Decreased tumour burden when mice 
are intravenously or intracardially 
injected with A549M1 cells silenced 
for C5ar1; decreased number of bone 
metastases

C5ar1-silenced tumour cells have 
decreased motility and a lower 
metalloproteolytic activity

70

Lung syngeneic (3LL) C5aR1 Pharmacological blockade of C5aR1 
results in inhibition of tumour growth

Decreased expression of bFGF and 
decreased numbers of MDSCs in tumours

55

Lung xenograft (A549) Factor H Tumour cells silenced for Cfh have  
slower tumour growth

Factor H deficiency sensitizes tumour cells 
to complement- mediated attack

82

Ovarian syngeneic 
(ID8-VEGF)

C3 Mice injected with C3 shRNA into the 
peritoneum have slower tumour growth

C3 enhances EMT 39

Ovarian syngeneic 
(ID8-VEGF) and xenograft 
(SKOV3ip1)

C3, C5aR1 C5ar1–/– mice have impaired tumour 
growth

Autocrine effect of C3a and C5a on their 
receptors on cancer cells and induction 
of proliferation through the PI3K–AKT 
pathway

40

Ovarian xenograft 
(RMA-3CF4 cells) and 
lymphoma syngeneic 
(RMA-1474)

C5aR1 Correlation between tumour 
burden, expression of C5a and  
C5aR1 signalling

Correlation between C5a and decreased 
number of effector T cells

47

Ovarian transgenic 
(TgMISIIR- TAg)

C3, C5aR1 C3 or C5aR1 deficiency attenuates 
tumorigenesis; pharmacological 
inhibition of C5aR1 impaired tumour 
growth

C3 induced production of pro- 
inflammatory cytokines; C5a induced the 
production of pro- angiogenic factors

56

Breast syngeneic  
metastatic (4T1)

C5aR1 C5ar1–/– mice or pharmacological 
inhibition of C5aR1 decreased 
metastasis

C5aR1 facilitates metastasis by suppressing 
effector T cells through recruitment of 
immature dendritic cells that produce  
TGFβ and IL-10

9

Breast syngeneic  
metastatic (4T1)

C5aR1 C5aR1 deficiency or C5aR1 blockade 
decreased lung metastasis

Reduced recruitment of MDSCs 8

Colon syngeneic  
(MC38)

C3 C3-depleted mice (using CVF) have 
impaired tumour growth

Increased expression of CCL5, CXCL10  
and CXCL11, and migration of CD8+ T cells

24

Intestine transgenic 
(ApcMin/+)

C3aR C3ar–/– mice have impaired tumour 
growth

C3a induced polarization of neutrophils 
via C3aR towards a pro- tumorigenic 
phenotype

46

Colon syngeneic meta static 
(SL4, CT26) and colon 
xenograft (HCT116, SW116)

C5aR1 C5ar1–/– mice have decreased  
numbers of metastases in the liver

Infiltration of inflammatory cells and 
production of CCL2 by macrophages via 
the AKT pathway

135

Experimental colon 
metastasis (SL4-luc)

C5aR1 C5ar1–/– mice have a decreased  
number of hepatic metastases

C5a–C5aR1 pathway regulates the M2 
phenotype of TAMs in metastases through 
NF- κB signalling

145
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Cancer mouse model Complement 
component 
studied

Effects on tumour growth Mechanism Ref.

Colitis- induced colorectal 
cancer (azoxymethane plus 
dextran sulfate sodium)

C3, C5, C5aR1 C3–/–, C5–/– or C5ar1–/– mice have 
impaired tumour growth

C5-derived C5a promotes production  
of IL-1β from neutrophils via C5aR1

78

Bile duct xenograft 
(HuCCT1)

C5aR1 C5a- treated HuCCT1 cells 
overexpressing C5aR1 spread more 
broadly than C5a- treated HuCCT1 
control cells in nude mice skin tissue

C5a enhances invasion of 
C5aR1-expressing cancer cells

80

Sarcoma induced by  
a carcinogen (3-MCA)

PTX3, factor H, 
C5a

Ptx3–/– mice have an increased 
susceptibility to carcinogenesis

Local complement activation under Ptx3 
silencing promotes M2-like macrophage 
infiltration; factor H is recruited by PTX3  
and controls C5a levels

42

Sarcoma induced by  
a carcinogen (3-MCA)

C3, C3aR1 C3–/– and C3ar1–/– mice have reduced 
tumour growth

Deficiency of the C3–C3aR axis 
induces protection by reduction of 
macrophage recruitment and skewing 
of their phenotype towards M1 as well 
as induction of antitumour CD8+ T cell 
immune responses

146 
(conference 

abstract)

Melanoma syngeneic 
(B16F10)

C1q C1q–/– (but not C5–/–) mice have impaired 
tumour growth and a decreased number 
of metastases

C1q induced angiogenesis and 
tumour cell adhesion and proliferation 
independently of complement  
activation

58

Melanoma syngeneic 
(B16F10 cells transfected 
with gp33)

C3 C3-depleted mice (using CVF) have 
impaired tumour growth

NK cell- mediated cytotoxic T cell- 
dependent antitumoural immune 
responses

44

Melanoma and colon 
syngeneic (B16F10, 
SM1WT1) and colon 
syngeneic (MC38)

C3aR C3ar–/– mice have impaired tumour 
growth

C3ar–/– mice have increased infiltration 
of neutrophils and CD4+ T cells, and 
decreased numbers of macrophages

43

Melanoma and breast 
syngeneic (B16F10) and 
breast syngeneic (E0771)

C3, C3aR , 
C5aR1

C3–/– mice have impaired tumour growth; 
pharmacological blockade of C3aR or 
C5aR1 suppresses tumour growth

C3 inhibits IL-10 secretion by effector 
CD8+ T cells; enhanced antitumour 
response with combination of C3aR or 
C5aR1 antagonism and anti- PDL1

45

Experimental breast 
cancer (MDA231-LeptoM, 
HCC1954-LeptoM) 
and lung cancer 
(PC9-LeptoM LLC- LeptoM) 
leptomeningeal metastasis

C3, C3aR MDA231-LeptoM cells silenced for C3 
injected into mice have slower tumour 
growth; C3ar–/– mice injected with 
LLC-LeptoM cells in the leptomeningeal 
space have impaired tumour growth; 
pharmacological inhibition of C3aR 
decreased metastasis

Leptomeningeal metastatic cells produce 
C3 that disrupts the choroidal blood–CSF 
barrier to adapt the CSF for cancer cell 
growth

73

Gastric syngeneic (MFC) C5aR1 Pharmacological blockade of C5aR1 
inhibits tumour growth

C5aR1 blockade inhibits phosphorylation  
of PI3K–AKT and increases levels of p21  
and phosphorylated p21

81

Leukaemia xenograft 
(U937)

C3a, C5a Tumour cells treated with C3a or C5a 
before subcutaneous inoculation have an 
increased capacity to spread to organs

C3a and C5a activates p38 MAPK , which 
downregulates HO1 expression and 
enhances motility

79

Pancreatic neuroendocrine 
transgenic (BT2 B6)

C5aR1 Pharmacological blockade of C5aR1 
inhibits tumour growth

C5a–C5aR1 pathway increases 
invasiveness and macrophage recruitment

85

Cutaneous squamous cell 
xenograft (UT- SCC-7)

Factor I Tumour cells silenced for CFI have slower 
tumour growth

Factor I promotes proliferation and 
migration

76

Squamous cell transgenic 
(K14-HPV16)

C5aR1 C5ar1–/– mice have impaired tumour 
growth; synergic effect with the 
combination of C5aR1 blockade  
and chemotherapy

C5aR1-deficient tumours have impaired 
angiogenesis and a decreased number of 
mast cells and macrophages; C5 is cleaved 
by plasmin

16

Squamous cell xenograft 
(cSCCIS)

Factor B, C3 Silencing of CFB or C3 in tumour cells 
inhibited tumour growth

Silencing of CFB or C3 in tumour 
cells decreased their migration and 
proliferation and resulted in inhibition of 
ERK1 and/or ERK2 signalling

147

bFGF, basic fibroblast growth factor ; C3aR , C3a receptor ; C5aR1, C5a receptor 1; CCL , CC- chemokine ligand; CF, comlement factor ; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; 
CVF, cobra venom factor ; CXCL , CXC- chemokine ligand; EMT, epithelial- to-mesenchymal transition; HO1, haem oxygenase 1; HPV16, human papillomavirus 16; 
IL , interleukin; MDSC, myeloid- derived suppressor cell; NF- κB, nuclear factor- κB; NK cell, natural killer cell; PD1, programmed cell death 1; PDL1, programmed 
cell death 1 ligand 1; PTX3, pentraxin- related protein 3; RNS, reactive nitrogen species; ROS, reactive oxygen species; shRNA , short hairpin RNA ;  
TAM, tumour-associated macrophage; TGFβ, transforming growth factor β; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor.

Table 1 (cont.) | Pro-tumoural role of complement in mouse models of cancer
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cytotoxicity16; and promotion of pro- tumoural neutrophil  
extracellular trap (NET) formation (known as NeTosis)46.

The level of intratumoural C5a may be a key determi-
nant of the composition of the immune TME. A mouse 
lymphoma cell line engineered to produce low levels of 
C5a grew more slowly in mice, resulting in increased 
IFNγ- producing T cells in the spleen and tumour- 
draining lymph nodes47. Conversely, mice engrafted with 
a high C5a- producing tumour cell line had accelerated 
tumour progression with more Gr-1+CD11b+ myeloid 
cells in the spleen and overall decreased numbers of 
T cells in the tumour, tumour- draining lymph nodes 
and spleen in this experimental model.

The C3 activation fragments are potent effectors, 
modulating the immune response3. In patients with 
ovarian cancer, mature neutrophils acquire a suppressive 
phenotype that is linked to complement C3 activation48. 
These immunosuppressive neutrophils completely sup-
pressed the proliferation of naive, central memory and 
effector memory T cells, hampering the antitumour 
immune response. This process requires T cell contact 
and interaction between iC3b and complement receptor 3  
(CR3) on neutrophils. Chemotherapeutic as well as 
immunotherapeutic approaches induce apoptosis in 
tumour cells and may induce immunogenicity49,50. 
Opsonization of apoptotic tumour cells with iC3b 
prevents the maturation of dendritic cells via inter-
action with CR3 and contributes to the induction of 
antigen- specific silencing and tolerance51. Moreover, 
the iC3b–CR3 interaction results in dysregulation of 
NK cell- dependent tumour surveillance52.

Although the majority of the experimental models 
agree on the pro- tumoural role of C3a and especially C5a, 
the mechanisms described above are context specific. 
Rarely is the same mode of action of the anaphylatoxins 
found across different cancer models. This could reflect 

differences in the composition of the immune micro-
environment between cancer types. Indeed, in mice, as 
in humans, the immune infiltration is largely controlled 
by the properties of the tumour cells themselves1,53.

Neoangiogenesis and complement. Neovascularization 
is critical for the supply of oxygen and nutrients to the 
tumour. Complement contributes to this process via 
its canonical effectors C3a and C5a as well as by non- 
canonical, cascade- independent effects of the individual 
components (Fig. 3a).

For around 10 years, it has been known that C5a 
promotes migration and tube formation of endothe-
lial cells in vitro54,55. In addition, C3–/– and C5ar–/– 
endothelial cells have impaired angiogenesis capacity56. 
Nevertheless, the impact of C3a and C5a in mouse 
tumours seems to be model dependent. C3–/–, C3ar–/– or 
C5ar–/– showed either impaired tumour angiogenesis16,56, 
increased blood vessel permeability without an effect 
on microvascular density57 or no effect55. Therefore, 
the context- dependent impact of the anaphylatoxins on 
neoangiogenesis requires further investigation.

Recent evidence points towards a major role of C1q 
in cancer neoangiogenesis via a non- canonical, cascade- 
independent mechanism. A fraction of tumour vessel 
endothelial cells produce C1q in tumour mouse models  
and in human tumours32,58. The microvascular density 
was either decreased or the vascular network was dis-
organized in tumours growing in C1q–/– mice32,58. This 
could be explained by alteration of C1q- mediated expres-
sion of vascular endothelial growth factors (VEGFs) and 
VEGF receptors (VEGFRs), as shown in tumour mouse 
models32 and in studies of pregnancy complications 
of mice59. The pro- angiogenic effect of C1q is again 
context dependent, as neoangiogenesis was enhanced  
in the human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2; 

NETosis
A process of release of 
neutrophil extracellular traps 
(NeTs) from overactivated 
neutrophils. NeTs are defensive 
networks of extracellular fibres, 
primarily composed of DNA 
and histones.

Table 2 | Antitumoural role of complement in mouse models of cancer

Cancer mouse 
model

Complement 
component studied

Effects on tumour growth Mechanism Ref.

Breast xenograft 
(MCF7)

Factor P Factor P- overexpressing tumour cells have 
impaired tumour growth

Factor P induces ER stress, TES transcription 
and increased expression of DDIT3

84

Breast transgenic 
(neuT+-C3–/–)

C3 neuT+-C3−/− mice have accelerated tumour 
growth and an increased number of lung 
metastases

Tumours in neuT- C3−/− mice had an increased 
number of Treg cells and a modified vascular 
architecture

57

Breast transgenic 
(neuT+-C1q–/–)

C1q neuT+-C1q−/− mice have accelerated tumour 
growth and an increased number of lung 
metastases

A higher number of intratumour blood vessels 
and a decrease in the activation of the tumour 
suppressor WWOX within tumour cells; no 
difference in the numbers of tumour infiltrating 
immune cells or local complement activation

60

Melanoma 
syngeneic 
(B16F10-OVA)

C3, C3aR , C5aR1 Tumours in C3–/– mice grow slower but are 
resistant to radiotherapy ; C3aR and C5aR1 
inhibition results in resistance to radiotherapy

Local production of C3a and C5a was necessary 
for the tumour response to radiotherapy and 
for the stimulation of tumour- specific immunity

136

Colon syngeneic 
(CT26)

C3aR , C5aR1 C3ar–/– and C5ar1–/– results in resistance to 
radiotherapy

Local production of C3a and C5a was necessary 
for the tumour response to radiotherapy and 
for the stimulation of tumour- specific immunity

136

Syngeneic (using 
TC-1 cells) in 
combination with 
adoptive T cell 
therapy

C3, C5aR1 C3–/– or C5ar1–/–, and pharmacological 
blockade of C5aR1 impaired the ability of 
T cells to overcome the endothelial barrier, 
infiltrate tumours and control tumour 
progression

C3 and C5aR1 expression by tumour stroma, 
and not leukocytes, governs T cell homing, 
acting on the local endothelium

137

C3aR , C3a receptor ; C5aR1, C5a receptor 1; DDIT3, DNA damage- inducible transcript 3; ER , endoplasmic reticulum; TES, testin; Treg cell, regulatory T cell; 
WWOX, WW domain- containing oxidoreductase.
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also known as neu or ERBB2) transgenic neuT+-C1q–/– 
breast cancer mouse model60.

Although mouse models provide insights into the 
role of the complement cascade and its individual com-
ponents in tumour neoangiogenesis, most of the data 
are generated with subcutaneously implanted tumour 
cell lines. Endothelial cells from different organs have 
unique properties, including a different spectrum of 
expressed complement proteins61,62, which may differen-
tially impact upon neoangiogenesis in each cancer type. 

Therefore, further studies are needed to determine the 
relative impact of complement on neoangiogenesis of 
human tumours.

Direct impact of complement effectors on tumour cells. 
In addition to promoting inflammation, C3a and C5a 
could directly affect fundamental processes of tumour 
cells, such as survival, proliferation, migration and stem-
ness (Fig. 3b,c). Anaphylatoxin receptors are expressed on 
certain cancer cells6. Multiple reports show that these 
tumour cells also express C3 and/or C5 and generate 
C3a and C5a, acting in an autocrine manner. The impact 
of this signalling on tumour cells ranges from stimu-
lation of proliferation40,63 to maintenance of a multi-
potent state of glioblastoma stem- like cells64, induction 
of the epithelial- to-mesenchymal transition (EMT)39,65, 
changes in invasiveness and morphology66, and promot-
ing stemness67. Specifically, C3a enhances tumour cell 
proliferation, migration and stemness in mouse cutane-
ous squamous cell carcinoma and this activity was cor-
related with activation of the WNT–β- catenin pathway67. 
If the cascade proceeds to terminal MAC formation, the 
sublytic levels of C5b-9 mediate signalling, promoting 
cancer cell cycle progression68.

Complement also promotes metastasis, as reviewed by 
Ajona et al.69. Briefly, in tumour cells, C5a triggers expres-
sion of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), increases 
tumour cell migration and invasiveness, enhances the 
release of pro- angiogenic factors and induces EMT. 
Anaphylatoxins also facilitate tumour dissemination by 
stimulating a hypercoagulable state (an increased predis-
position to form blood clots) and NETs, and adapt specific 
organ environments to metastatic spread69. In addition, 
C5a induces CXC- chemokine ligand 16 (CXCL16)-
mediated osteoclastogenesis and the generation of an 
immunosuppressive microenvironment in a mouse 
model of lung cancer bone metastasis70. Pharmacological 
blockade or genetic deficiency of C5aR1 was sufficient to 
reduce lung metastases in a breast cancer mouse model71. 
Specifically, C5aR1 signalling promoted regulatory T (Treg) 
cell generation and suppressed T cell responses in the lungs 
in this context. In addition, C5aR1 expression in patients 
with gastric cancer is associated with cancer progression, 
liver metastasis and poor prognosis72. Cancer cell- derived 
C3a also promotes leptomeningeal metastasis by activation 
of C3aR on the choroid plexus epithelium, thus disrupting 
the blood–cerebrospinal fluid barrier in vivo73.

In theory, the complement cascade may lead to 
tumour cell killing within primary tumours or metasta-
ses, if sufficiently strongly activated by host antitumoural 
immunoglobulin M (IgM) or IgG, or by therapeutic 
antibodies, and if abundant MACs are inserted into the 
cell membrane. Yet, in the context of cancer, current 
evidence suggests that complement can only proceed to  
cell- killing MAC assembly following treatment with 
targeted therapeutics (such as monoclonal antibodies 
that target tumour cells74). A large body of evidence has 
demonstrated that this escape from complement killing 
is in part linked to a high expression of complement 
regulators at the tumour cell surface6,11,75–82.

Many complement components, such as C1q, C1s, 
C3, FP (also known as properdin), FH and FI, have 

a  Pro-tumoural impact on the immune microenvironment

b  Antitumoural impact on the immune microenvironment

Macrophage

MDSC

Neutrophil

CD4+ or
CD8+ T cell

NK
cell

C3a

C5a

C3aR

C5aR1

Induction of NETosis:
induction of 
pro-tumorigenic N2

Direct alteration
of antitumoural
properties 
(C3a and/or C5a)

↓ Cell 
number

↑ Cell 
number
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↑ Cytotoxic effect
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↑ ROS and RNS
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CD4+ CD8+Low
C5a

Fig. 2 | The pro- tumoural and antitumoural impact of complement on the immune 
contexture. C3a and C5a can modulate the immune microenvironment towards a 
pro-tumour or antitumour response depending on the tumour type and local 
concentrations of the anaphylatoxins. a | This schematic shows the pro- tumoural 
actions of complement effectors on immune cells. In the majority of cancer types, the 
anaphylatoxins can change the inflammatory milieu by increasing the recruitment of 
immunosuppressive cells and decreasing the number of pro- inflammatory cells through 
activation of their receptors. C5a induces the recruitment of myeloid- derived suppressor 
cells (MDSCs) and promotes their immunosuppressive functions by increasing the 
amount of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and reactive nitrogen species (RNS) that in 
turn contribute to the suppression of antitumour T cell responses. C3a and C5a can 
induce CC- chemokine ligand 2 (CCL2) production, which enhances recruitment of 
tumour- promoting macrophages (M2-like). The C3a–C3a receptor (C3aR) axis is also 
involved in the recruitment of neutrophils, induction of a polymorphonuclear suppressor 
phenotype (known as N2) and neutrophil extracellular trap (NET) formation that promotes 
tumorigenesis. Indeed, all of these functions are impaired in the absence of C3aR . 
Complement activation blockade by cobra venom factor (CVF) resulted in an increase in 
the infiltration of natural killer (NK) cells in mouse models of cancer44. Overall, modulation 
of the myeloid compartment towards an immunosuppressive phenotype can lead to an 
ineffective T cell response. The C3a–C3aR axis is also involved in decreasing cytokine 
production by CD4+ T cells. Moreover, this axis inhibits IL-10 production by CD8+ T cells 
resulting in an ineffective T cell response. In addition, C3a can be generated intracellularly 
by cathepsin L cleavage and can interact with its receptor present at the surface of 
lysosomes to modulate T cell activity. b | This schematic shows the antitumoural actions of 
complement effectors on immune cells. In contrast to the pro- tumoural roles described 
above, in some cancer types the anaphylatoxins can play a protective role against tumour 
progression by promoting the recruitment of pro- inflammatory cells. In the case of an 
ovarian cancer mouse model, a low level of C5a is associated with recruitment of 
antitumoural macrophages (M1-like) and NK cells that display cytotoxic effects in 
contrast to high C5a levels. C5aR1, C5a receptor 1; IFNγ, interferon- γ.

Leptomeningeal metastasis
A complication occurring when 
tumour cells spread to the 
leptomeninges, membranes 
lining the brain and spinal cord, 
enclosing the cerebrospinal 
fluid.
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non- canonical, extracellular and intracellular functions, 
modulating the fundamental processes of tumour cells 
and promoting proliferation and tumour progression in  
selected tumour mouse models58,76,77,83 (TAbles  1,2).  
In embryonic development and in cancer models, intra-
cellular C3 impacts EMT39. FP, which is the only positive 
regulator of the cascade, has non- canonical functions, 
which oppose the majority of the other tested complement 
proteins. For example, FP suppresses breast cancer cell 
growth in vitro by control of transcription84. Other in vitro 
studies show that C1q can also exert anti tumoural effects 

by induction of apoptosis in an ovarian cancer cell line by 
stimulation of the tumour necrosis factor (TNF) pathway85 
or by activation of the tumour suppressor WW domain- 
containing oxidoreductase (WWOX) to induce apoptosis 
in prostate and breast cancer cell lines60,86. WWOX is only 
weakly expressed in the majority of tumour types, suggest-
ing that this effect of C1q is context dependent, and is par-
ticularly relevant in cancers arising in hormone- regulated 
tissues (such as the breast, ovary and prostate). Indeed, 
C1QA, C1QB and C1QC gene expression is associated 
with better prognosis in basal- like breast cancer with C1q 
protein expression detected by immunohistochemical 
staining in macrophage- like cells in the stroma87.

Complement in human tumours
The potential role of complement in the interplay 
between malignant cells and the TME in human cancer 
has begun to be uncovered. Although individual studies 
are quite fragmented, the accumulated literature shows 
that tumours develop in a complement- rich milieu. 
Many of the cells present in the TME produce comple-
ment components and/or bear complement receptors 
and complement regulators88, suggesting a potential in  
situ activation of the complement pathways (Fig. 1b).  
In a physiological context, the complement components 
produced by the immune cells regulate the fundamen-
tal processes of the cells and help to fight infection. 
Nevertheless, in the context of the tumour, the malignant 
cells may produce various complement components, 
resulting in a disturbed complement milieu, impact-
ing local complement activation. From the analysis  
of the literature, two striking observations can be made. 
The first observation is the presence of complement 
receptors, particularly C3aR and C5aR1, on most of the 
cell types in the TME, suggesting that the activity and 
functions of T and B lymphocytes, neutrophils, macro-
phages, MDSCs, dendritic cells, endothelial cells and 
fibroblasts can be modulated by the activation fragments 
of C3 and C5. The second observation is the presence of 
complement regulators at high levels, capable of inhi-
biting complement activation, particularly the terminal 
pathway, on malignant cells. This is an underappreciated 
mechanism of escape for tumour cells from the attack of 
complement, which could contribute to tumour immune 
escape mechanisms in general as well as to guide novel 
cancer immunotherapy development89,90. This may also 
explain why intratumoural C5b-9 staining has not been 
frequently reported91. Unfortunately, only a very limited 
number of studies address the expression and activation 
of complement in large cohorts of patients with different  
cancers. This problem can now be resolved, at least in 
part, owing to the data- mining and bioinformatics analy-
ses of publicly available databases such as The Cancer 
Genome Atlas (TCGA) or the Pathology Atlas of the  
human cancer transcriptome (Human Protein Atlas)92,93.

Expression of the complement genes in human cancers. 
To draw an overall picture of the impact of complement 
in different cancers, we compared the gene expression 
levels and the prognostic impact of the main comple-
ment components in 30 tumour types, using publicly 
available data sets92,93. Figure 4 shows an unsupervised 

a  Angiogenesis

b  Pro-tumoural impact on tumour cells

c  Antitumoural impact on tumour cells
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Fig. 3 | The pro- tumoural and antitumoural impact of complement on 
neoangiogenesis and the biology of tumour cells. a | This schematic shows the  
effects of the complement system on angiogenesis. C3a and C5a can interact with their 
receptors to promote angiogenesis though an upregulation of growth factor expression, 
such as basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) and vascular epithelial growth factor (VEGF), 
and enhancement of endothelial cell proliferation. C1q can also modulate angiogenesis 
in a non- canonical way through the expression of VEGFs and VEGF receptors (VEGFRs) 
via an unidentified C1q receptor (C1qR). b | This schematic shows the pro- tumoural 
effects of the complement system on key characteristics of tumour cells. Cancer cells can 
produce C3 and C5 that can be cleaved extracellularly after complement activation or 
potentially intracellularly through proteases. This cleavage leads to the generation of  
C3a and C5a that can act in an autocrine manner on tumour cells. Extracellular C3a and 
C5a that are generated in a canonical manner can act on their receptors at the surface  
of tumour cells and induce different signalling pathways such as PI3K–AKT, WNT and 
β-catenin, which promote tumour cell adhesion, proliferation, migration and stemness. 
Complement activation can also lead to sublytic membrane attack complex (MAC) 
formation at the surface of tumour cells. MAC formation can activate signalling pathways 
like ERK1 and/or ERK2, PI3K–AKT and p70 S6 kinase, which promote tumour growth.  
c | This schematic shows the antitumoural effects of the complement system on key 
characteristics of tumour cells. Intracellular factor P (FP; also known as properdin) induces 
endoplasmic reticulum stress and expression of the tumour suppressor testin (TES,  
a LIM domain protein), which upregulates the expression of pro- apoptotic transcription 
factor DNA damage- inducible transcript 3 (DDIT3) and suppresses tumour growth 
independently of complement activation in breast cancer cells. Extracellular C1q 
activates the tumour suppressor WW domain- containing oxidoreductase (WWOX),  
in a non- canonical manner, to induce apoptosis of prostate and breast cancer cells.  
C3aR , C3a receptor ; C5aR1, C5a receptor 1.
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Fig. 4 | Expression of complement genes in human cancers. The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) PanCanAtlas142 data 
used in this analysis of the expression of complement genes in human cancers were downloaded through cBioPortal143 
and come from TCGA Data Coordinating Center (DCC). This heatmap shows the expression of complement genes  
in different cancer types. RNA sequencing (RNA- Seq) expression data, RNASeqV2, from TCGA was processed and 
normalized using the RSEM (RNA- Seq by Expectation Maximization) algorithm to generate transcripts per million (TPM). 
This method uses raw counts to quantify the abundance of transcripts and provided estimated counts for this analysis. 
Specifically , the data_RNA_Seq_v2_expression_median file in cBioPortal corresponds to the rsem.genes.normalized_
results file from TCGA. Thirty solid tumour types were used in this analysis. In order to avoid bias, liver hepatocellular 
carcinoma (LIHC) was excluded from the study because of the capacity of the liver to express very high levels of 
complement genes. The mean TPM of each complement gene for the patients of different TCGA cohorts was calculated 
and then converted into log2(1 + TPM) values. Using the R package ‘pheatmap’ and the clustering method ‘complete’,  
the heatmap was generated to enable visualization of the mean TPM of each complement gene for the different tumour 
types. Blue colours correspond to low expression, and red and orange colours to high expression. Overall, strong 
heterogeneity in expression among genes was revealed but not as much between cancer types. The genes of the classical 
pathway , C3 and complement factor B (CFB), as well as genes encoding the complement regulators, were strongly 
expressed in the majority of the cancer types. On the contrary , the expression of the lectin and terminal pathway genes 
showed very low expression. ACC, adrenocortical carcinoma; BLCA , bladder carcinoma; BRCA , invasive breast carcinoma;  
C1QBP, C1q subcomponent- binding protein; C1RL, C1r subcomponent- like protein; C3AR1, C3a receptor 1; C4BP,  
C4b- binding protein; C5AR1, C5a receptor 1; CESC, cervical squamous carcinoma; CFHR, complement factor H-related 
protein; CHOL , cholangiocarcinoma; COAD, colon adenocarcinoma; CR , complement receptor ; DLBC, diffuse large  
B cell lymphoma; ESCA , oesophageal carcinoma; FCN, ficolin; GBM, glioblastoma; HNSC, head and neck squamous cell 
carcinoma; ITG, integrin; KICH, kidney chromophobe; KIRC, kidney renal clear cell carcinoma; KIRP, kidney renal papillary 
cell carcinoma; LGG, lower grade glioma; LUAD, lung adenocarcinoma; LUSC, lung squamous carcinoma; MASP,  
mannose- binding lectin- associated serine protease; MBL2, mannose- binding lectin 2; MESO, mesothelioma;  
OV, ovarian serous cystadenocarcinoma; PAAD, pancreatic adenocarcinoma; PRAD, prostate adenocarcinoma;  
READ, rectum adenocarcinoma; SARC, sarcoma; SKCM, skin cutaneous melanoma; STAD, stomach adenocarcinoma; 
TGCT, testicular germ cell tumours; THCA , thyroid carcinoma; THYM, thymoma; UCEC, uterine corpus endometrial 
carcinoma; UCS, uterine carcinosarcoma; UVM, uveal melanoma.
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hierarchical clustering of the expression of 50 comple-
ment- related genes in solid tumours, encompassing 
30 cancer types. Several conclusions can be drawn from 
this analysis. Overall, there is strong heterogeneity in 
expression among genes but, surprisingly, not much 
heterogeneity between cancer types. The gene encod-
ing C3, the pivotal complement component, is strongly 
expressed in all cancer types together with genes of the 
components of the classical pathway (C1QA, C1QB, 
C1QC, C1R, C1S, C4A and C2). In contrast, genes encod-
ing components of the lectin pathway are either poorly 
expressed in most tumour types (mannose- binding  
lectin 2 (MBL2), mannose- binding lectin- associated ser-
ine protease 2 (MASP2) and ficolin 2 (FCN2)) or hetero-
geneously expressed with an overall low expression in 
the majority of the cancers (MASP1, FCN1 and FCN3), 
arguing against a major contribution of this pathway to 
in situ activation of the complement cascade. As regards 
the alternative pathway, complement factor B (CFB) and 
CFD are heterogeneously expressed with a particular low 
expression in kidney chromophobe (KICH; also known 
as chromophobe renal cell cancer), uveal melanoma 
(UVM) and prostate adenocarcinoma (PRAD). All other 
tumour types exhibit higher expression levels of CFB and 
CFD. This, together with the high local expression of 
C3, suggests that complement could be activated via the  
classical or the alternative pathway.

A striking feature is the very low expression of C8A, 
C8B and C9 genes in all of the tumour types (with the 
exception of cholangiocarcinoma (CHOL; also known as 
bile duct cancer)), which suggests that the terminal path-
way is unlikely to be activated via components produced 
in situ. Moreover, the genes encoding complement regu-
lators acting at the level of C1 (SERPING1, which encodes 
C1inh) and at the level of the C3 convertases (CFH, CFI, 
CD46 and CD55) are highly expressed in most cancers. 
The gene encoding the terminal pathway negative reg-
ulator, CD59 is among the most highly expressed of 
all complement genes in the analysed tumour types, 
suggesting efficient protection of malignant cells from 
complement- mediated killing. This pattern of gene 
expression is entirely in line with specific examples 
from the literature, demonstrating high expression of 
these regulators in different types of cancer75,91,94–98. 
Complement- mediated cytotoxicity may act as a selec-
tive pressure for tumour- intrinsic overexpression of 
complement regulators. Indeed, hypoxic colorectal can-
cer cells in vitro are resistant to complement- mediated 
cytotoxicity owing, in part, to hypoxia- induced expression 
of the complement regulator CD55 (reF.99). This, again, is 
context dependent, as the effect of hypoxia on a non- small-
cell lung cancer (NSCLC) cell line in vitro was decreased 
expression of complement regulators and increased  
susceptibility of the tumour cells to complement attack100.

The low expression levels of terminal pathway genes 
together with the high expression of genes encoding com-
plement regulators reinforces the hypothesis that malig-
nant cells evolve and adapt to avoid potential cell lytic 
MAC formation. Instead, intratumoural complement 
activation can be sustained via locally expressed classical 
and alternative pathway components, thus generating the 
largely pro- tumoural anaphylatoxins C3a and C5a.

Furthermore, we analysed gene expression in the 
same tumour types normalized to expression in the cor-
responding normal tissues (Supplementary Figure 1). 
The pattern which emerged is cancer dependent. Nearly 
half (11/26) of the analysed cancer types upregulated the 
majority of the complement genes relative to the corre-
sponding normal tissue and clustered in an ‘upregulated 
complement’ group. These included kidney renal papil-
lary cell carcinoma (KIRP), kidney renal clear cell carci-
noma (KIRC), head and neck squamous cell carcinoma 
(HNSC), oesophageal carcinoma (ESCA), stomach ade-
nocarcinoma (STAD), lower grade glioma (LGG), glio-
blastoma (GBM), pancreatic adenocarcinoma (PAAD), 
testicular germ cell tumours (TGCT), skin cutaneous 
melanoma (SKCM) and ovarian serous cystadeno-
carcinoma (OV). The other half (13/26) of the cancer 
types had ‘downregulated complement’, expressing less 
complement genes compared with the corresponding 
normal tissue, such as lung squamous cell carcinoma 
(LUSC), lung adenocarcinoma (LUAD), adrenocorti-
cal carcinoma (ACC), KICH, rectum adenocarcinoma 
(READ), colon adenocarcinoma (COAD), bladder 
urothelial carcinoma (BLCA), PRAD, breast invasive 
carcinoma (BRCA), thyroid carcinoma (THCA), uter-
ine corpus endometrial carcinoma (UCEC), cervical 
squamous cell carcinoma and endocervical adenocar-
cinoma (CESC), and uterine carcinosarcoma (UCS). 
Two cancers, thymoma (THYM) and diffuse large  
B cell lymphoma (DLBC), similarly show a mixed pro-
file, strongly upregulating more than half of the comple-
ment genes but downregulating the rest. These analyses 
also show that the majority of the cancer types (but not 
all) overexpress the complement regulators, supporting  
the notion that this is an escape mechanism to counter-
act complement attack. The C1q genes are over expressed 
in the majority of the tumour types, which might 
correlate with the infiltration of immunosuppressive  
macrophages in the TME32.

The prognostic impact of complement expression in 
patients with cancer. Next, we evaluated the impact of 
the expression of genes encoding components of the 
classical and alternative pathways on overall survival 
of patients with different malignancies, utilizing data 
available in the database of TCGA92 (Fig. 5). Four groups 
of cancers could be defined. The first contains tumour 
types for which stronger expression of genes encoding 
components of the classical and alternative pathways 
are associated with good prognosis, that is, with longer 
overall survival. This group of cancers with ‘protective 
complement’ includes PRAD, mesothelioma (MESO), 
sarcoma (SARC) and SKCM. Hepatocellular carcinoma 
(HCC) belongs to this group as well, but is not pre-
sented in Fig. 5 to be consistent with Fig. 4. A second 
group in which C3 expression correlates with longer 
overall survival (‘protective C3’) comprises KICH, ACC 
and THCA, although significance is not reached in the 
latter. The third group contains cancers in which high 
expression of classical and alternative pathway genes 
correlates with poor prognosis. This group of ‘aggres-
sive complement’ tumours includes UVM, LGG, GBM, 
KIRC and LUSC as the tumour types most significantly 
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impacted. Although significance was not reached for 
most of the genes, the group also includes digestive tract 
cancers such as READ, COAD, STAD and ESCA, as well 
as uterine cancers, such as UCEC and UCS. The fourth 
group encompasses a large number of tumour types in 
which the gene expression analysis did not reveal any 

clear clinical impact; therefore, this group has been 
named ‘complement of uncertain significance’. This 
group comprises CHOL, CESC, KIRP, BRCA, PAAD, 
LUAD, BLCA, HNSC, OV, DLBC and THYM.

It is striking that SARC is one of the cancer types 
within the ‘protective complement’ group, as the density 
of B cells and expression of B cell- associated transcrip-
tomic signatures have been associated with longer sur-
vival and response to immune checkpoint blockade in 
soft tissue sarcoma (W.H.F., unpublished results). Hence, 
it is tempting to speculate that, in this case, complement 
is involved in the antitumoural effect of B lymphocytes 
via its activation on intratumoural immune complexes. 
Indeed, early studies from the 1960s had already noted a 
potential link between the presence of sarcoma antibod-
ies and an antitumoural effect of complement in mice101 
and, later, that immune complexes could be detected in 
sera from patients with sarcoma102. Furthermore, high 
expression of C5, produced mainly by tumour cells, 
correlated with better event- free and overall survival 
in Ewing sarcoma103 (not included in the data set of 
TCGA). In this case, C5aR1 was predominantly detected 
on tumour cells in situ.

Despite abundant data related to the role of comple-
ment in mice grafted with melanoma cell lines (yielding 
often contradictory conclusions)43–45,58, little is known 
about complement activation in human melanoma 
and its association with clinical parameters in patients’ 
cohorts.

In addition, very limited data related to complement 
and human prostate cancer are available. Sublytic com-
plement C5b-9 protects prostate cancer cell lines from 
TNF- induced cell death in vitro104. Interestingly, proteol-
ysis of iC3b and C5 by the serine protease prostate- 
specific antigen (PSA) in prostatic fluid of patients with 
prostate cancer was detected, which would serve to 
inhibit the terminal pathway105.

MESO offers an interesting case. The analysis 
presented here includes only 82 patients with heart, 
mediastinum and pleural MESO, and shows an over-
all tendency for good prognosis in association with 
high expression of classical and alternative comple-
ment pathway genes. Experimental evidence for the 
role of complement is available only for pleural MESO. 
Evaluation of C4d and C1q immunohistochemical stain-
ing in a patient cohort with malignant pleural MESO 
revealed an absence of C1q expression in the majority 
of tumours (only a few infiltrating immune cells stained 
positively) and an absence of C4d deposits on malignant 
cells106. Membranous C4d deposits were found only in 
tertiary lymphoid structures and this staining was associ-
ated with poor prognosis. Patients with low C4d plasma 
levels at diagnosis had a significantly better overall sur-
vival. In another patient cohort, C1q staining of tumour 
cells and infiltrating myeloid cells was strong107. In this 
context, C1q was shown to bind to hyaluronic acid and 
promote human pleural MESO cell adhesion and prolif-
eration in a complement cascade- independent manner 
in vitro.

Further studies are needed to clarify the potential link 
between complement and cancer progression for the 
tumour types within the ‘protective complement’ group. 
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Fig. 5 | Impact of the expression level of complement genes on the survival of 
patients with cancer. Survival analysis was performed using the Gene Expression 
Profiling Interactive Analysis (GEPIA) tool144. Overall survival analysis based on gene 
expression with a median cut- off was used to calculate hazards ratios (HRs) based on the 
Cox proportional- hazards model and log- rank P value. The median cut- off was used to 
avoid any prior knowledge of the distributions of gene expression profiles. Given the very 
low number of events, the testicular germ cell tumours (TGCT) cohort was excluded from 
the survival analysis. The heatmap representing the log2 HR was generated using the 
R package ‘pheatmap’ and the clustering was done with the Euclidian distance and 
‘ward.D2’ linkage criterion. The heatmap enables the visualization of the log2 HR with a 
scale centred at 0 for each complement gene in the different tumour types. Blue colours 
correspond to a protective effect of complement gene expression, and red colours to  
an increased risk for tumour progression when the complement gene is overexpressed. 
The bold outlined boxes correspond to log- rank P < 0.05. Four groups of cancers could 
be defined. The ‘protective complement’ group contains tumour types for which 
stronger expression of genes encoding components of the classical and alternative 
pathways are associated with favourable prognosis. The ‘protective C3’ group comprises 
cancer types for which only the C3 overexpression was associated with good prognosis. 
The ‘aggressive complement’ group encompasses cancers for which the high expression 
of complement genes indicates negative prognostic impact. The fourth group most often 
shows a lack of significant prognostic impact of the complement genes and is hence 
named ‘complement of uncertain significance’. ACC, adrenocortical carcinoma;  
BLCA , bladder carcinoma; BRCA , invasive breast carcinoma; CESC, cervical squamous 
carcinoma; CF, complement factor ; CHOL , cholangiocarcinoma; COAD, colon 
adenocarcinoma; DLBC, diffuse large B cell lymphoma; ESCA , oesophageal carcinoma; 
GBM, glioblastoma; HNSC, head and neck squamous cell carcinoma; KICH, kidney 
chromophobe; KIRC, kidney renal clear cell carcinoma; KIRP, kidney renal papillary cell 
carcinoma; LGG, lower grade glioma; LUAD, lung adenocarcinoma; LUSC, lung 
squamous carcinoma; MESO, mesothelioma; OV, ovarian serous cystadenocarcinoma; 
PAAD, pancreatic adenocarcinoma; PRAD, prostate adenocarcinoma; READ, rectum 
adenocarcinoma; SARC, sarcoma; SKCM, skin cutaneous melanoma; STAD, stomach 
adenocarcinoma; THCA , thyroid carcinoma; THYM, thymoma; UCEC, uterine corpus 
endometrial carcinoma; UCS, uterine carcinosarcoma; UVM, uveal melanoma.
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These will be needed to provide experimental validation 
of whether the concerted expression of these proteins 
indeed occurs and whether complement is activated 
in situ. Immunohistochemical staining of large cohorts 
of patients for C1q, C4d, C3d and C5b-9 is necessary 
to determine the real impact of complement on cancer 
progression and prognosis.

With respect to the ‘protective C3’ group, cellular 
deposits of IgG and complement factors C3d, C4d and 
C5 were previously shown in up to 80% of patients with 
THCA (in a cohort of 59 patients), but data relating 
to prognostic impact were not reported108. This can-
cer type, in general, has a particularly good prognosis, 
which might account for the lack of prognostic impact 
of complement found in our analysis of THCA. No data 
from the literature are available to verify the impact of 
in situ complement in KICH and ACC, for which high 
expression of the C3 gene is associated with particularly 
good prognosis in our analysis. In these cancer types, 
the protective role of C3 could potentially be driven by 
non- canonical functions.

Of the cancer types within the ‘aggressive comple-
ment’ group, our analysis reveals a remarkably strong 
negative prognostic impact of the complement genes in 
UVM. A high expression level of complement regulators 
has been reported for this cancer type109, but no data are 
available for the status of complement activation in situ. 
Further studies are warranted to test whether comple-
ment expression and/or deposits do indeed impact 
prognosis in UVM and to evaluate whether patients with 
this cancer type are likely to benefit from complement 
blocking therapy.

We propose that gliomas should be classified as can-
cer types with ‘aggressive complement’. In a previous 
report, the complement components C1QA, C1S, C2 
and C7 were found to be upregulated in patients with 
high- risk relative to low- risk glioma (a glioma cohort 
comprising GBM and LGG)110. The activation of B cells 
around high- risk gliomas is also likely, as indicated by 
the enrichment of a B cell- related gene set in high- risk 
compared with low- risk glioma110. Other studies also 
suggest that complement is activated in GBM, but the 
deleterious impact on prognosis remains to be proved 
by in situ analyses64,111.

To date, the best examples of ‘aggressive complement’ 
tumour types for which gene expression and bioinfor-
matics analyses are in agreement with the assessment 
of complement components at the protein level in situ 
are KIRC and NSCLC. The classical pathway requires 
a trigger. C1q can bind over 100 different targets, but 
the major ones are the IgG and IgM- containing immune 
complexes2. Indeed, IgM and IgG antibodies have been 
detected in several tumour types such as NSCLC112, ovar-
ian cancer113,114, KIRC32 and breast cancer115. These anti-
bodies may come from the circulation or be produced 
at the tumour site69,112,114, potentially initiating the com-
plement cascade. The recognized antigens are frequently 
unknown. Further studies are needed to identify them 
and to determine whether they are recognized through 
shaping of the antigen- binding site by genetic processes 
of recombination and mutation or through unconven-
tional strategies for diversification of the repertoire of 

antigen specificities116. In KIRC32 and NSCLC117, C1q- 
mediated classical pathway activation has been detected, 
leading to C4d deposits. In both cases, high levels of 
intratumoural C4d staining were associated with poor 
prognosis32,117. In addition, C4d levels in plasma were 
increased in patients with NSCLC and associated 
with poor prognosis117,118. Data in the literature do not  
discriminate between the two subtypes of NSCLC:  
LUSC and LUAD. In our analysis, although LUSC falls 
into the ‘aggressive complement’ group, for LUAD the 
significance of complement expression is uncertain.

The assessment of complement gene expression in 
different tumours strongly suggests that when comple-
ment is activated in situ, this occurs owing to locally 
produced complement proteins. Whilst data are lack-
ing for the majority of cancer types, we evaluated the 
complement status at the protein level in patients with 
KIRC32, a cancer type which according to our analysis 
is part of the ‘aggressive complement’ group. We found 
that there is an in situ orchestrated production of C1q 
by TAMs and of C1r, C1s, C4 and C3 by tumour cells, 
concomitant with IgG deposits. This enables C1 complex 
assembly and complement activation. Interestingly, what 
conferred the poor prognosis in patients with KIRC was 
the presence of intratumoural C1q- producing TAMs, 
as well as the concomitant local production and depo-
sition of C4 activation fragments on the tumour cells. 
A surprising finding was that the local production  
of C3 by tumour cells indicated poor prognosis, whereas 
C3d- positive deposits were not associated with prog-
nostic impact. This, together with the clear context- 
dependent impact of C3 in different tumour mouse 
models (TAbles 1,2), suggests it will be important to 
evaluate the full spectrum of deposits of C3 activation 
fragments in human tumours. Indeed, the antibodies 
used in our study to evaluate protein expression lacked 
specificity, with the C3d antibody recognizing C3, C3b 
and iC3b as well as the C3dg and C3d fragments, each of 
which have different functions2,32. However, in another 
patient cohort, positive C5a (indistinguishably marking 
the presence of the anaphylatoxin C5a and the intact C5) 
and C5aR1 staining was correlated with poor progno-
sis41,119. Therefore, it appears that the malignant cells in 
KIRC hijack macrophage- produced C1q to supplement 
the remaining components made by the cancer cells 
themselves, to promote tumour growth. Moreover, the 
production of C1q by TAMs and its negative prognos-
tic impact in KIRC was confirmed by another study87. 
The proposed mechanism of action in tumours with 
‘aggressive complement’ is depicted in Fig. 6, based 
largely on the data from patients with KIRC and NSCLC 
as well as in vivo and in vitro data. Further studies are 
needed to evaluate to what extent this mode of action of 
complement is valid for other cancer types.

The ‘complement of uncertain significance’ group 
encompasses a large number of different cancer types, 
for which either significance associated with prognostic 
impact was achieved for some complement genes and 
not others or no significance was found at all, using the 
median cut- off. Interestingly, in PAAD, tumour cells 
release exosomes which harbour B cell targets and bind 
antitumoural IgG to exert decoy function against potential 

Tertiary lymphoid structures
ectopic lymphoid aggregates 
that reflect lymphoid 
neogenesis occurring in tissues 
at sites of inflammation. These 
structures are detected in 
tumours where they 
orchestrate local and systemic 
antitumour responses.
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complement- mediated cytotoxicity120. This could explain 
why classical and alternative pathway genes and proteins 
in PAAD do not seem to be associated with prognosis, 
despite their high expression121. Complement may not 
be efficiently activated in situ, when IgG is subverted  
from the tumour cells and targeted to exosomes.

Cascade- independent impact of complement in human 
cancers. As evidenced from in vitro and mouse models, 
most of the complement proteins have functions outside 
the cascade. They can operate alone and/or in parallel 
with the cascade in any of the tumour groups described 
herein. An indication of such phenomena could be 
that one gene or expressed and/or deposited protein is 

associated with either good or poor prognosis, whereas 
the remaining members of the same pathway are not. 
Another indication might be that the protein present 
within the cell is associated with a prognostic impact, 
whereas its deposits are not.

The cascade- independent impact has been illustrated 
with C1q- producing TAMs in patients with KIRC. We 
found that these TAMs were a robust marker for poor 
prognosis in three independent cohorts. As C1q was 
produced by an M2-like subtype of TAMs, the question 
arises of whether in addition to its role in complement 
activation, the negative impact of this TAM subtype 
was a reflection of the well- known pro- tumoural func-
tion of the immunosuppressive and pro- angiogenic M2 
TAMs122–124 with C1q being an additional biomarker for 
this population or whether C1q itself plays a role in the 
balance between TAM phenotypes, influencing their 
mode of action. Interestingly, a recent in- depth immune 
profiling study revealed that TAMs in human KIRC (but 
likely in other cancers as well) represent a heterogeneous 
cell population125. In particular, a subset called M-5 was 
shown to be associated with T cell exhaustion125. TAMs of  
the M-5 subset express higher levels of C1q genes as well 
as C1q receptors and C3aR, making them responsive 
to C1q and C3a32. In addition, they overexpress pro-
grammed cell death 1 ligand 2 (PDL2). Both M-5 and 
C1q+ TAMs were associated with T cell exhaustion32,125. 
As the immunosuppressive action of C1q on T cells has 
already been described22,126,127, it is tempting to speculate 
that M-5 macrophages exert their immunosuppressive 
activity at least in part via C1q32.

Another example is the expression of C1r and C1s in 
human cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma cells, which 
promote tumour growth in mice as well as ERK1 or 
ERK2–AKT signal transduction in vitro in the absence of 
C1q128. FH and FI are also produced by this cancer type 
and promote tumour growth in vivo without evidence  
of complement activation76,77.

Caveats associated with transcriptomic data to predict 
patient outcome. Gene expression analyses may inform 
on the potential production level of encoded proteins. 
However, in the complement cascade the generation of 
effectors is attributed to protein activation and cleavage, 
which are not detectable at the transcript level. Although 
transcriptomic analyses are useful to pinpoint associa-
tions between complement components and clinical out-
come, only in situ analyses of the complement proteins, 
their activation fragment deposits (C4d, C3b, iC3b and 
C3d), the anaphylatoxins (C3a and C5a), their recep-
tors (C3aR, C5aR1 and C5aR2) and their regulators will 
enable us to fully understand how complement modu-
lates tumour cells and the TME, resulting in control or  
progression of cancers.

A clear example of such discrepancy is the modest 
prognostic impact of C3AR and C5AR1 gene expres-
sion, which reaches statistical significance at the 
median cut- off only for four malignancies each (data 
not shown). Nevertheless, C5aR1 seems to be a key 
effector of the pro- tumoural impact of complement, 
even when C5a is generated by cascade- independent 
proteases16,17,31,42,45,129. Another example relates to C1S. 
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A clear negative prognostic impact was demonstrated 
for C1s over expression in BLCA at the protein level130. 
Detailed gene expression analyses of the cohort for 
TCGA revealed that C1S was one of the most signifi-
cantly upregulated genes both in urothelial carcinoma 
of the upper tract and in urinary bladder cancer130. This 
upregulation correlated with a panel of disease markers, 
but the gene expression failed to reach significance in 
terms of prognostic impact, contrary to the immuno-
histochemical staining. This case illustrates the impor-
tance of performing immunohistochemical staining to  
determine the prognostic impact of a given protein.

Another hurdle with transcriptomic data is that 
different activation fragments of the complement pro-
teins have different biological functions. Therefore, the 
exact deposited activation fragment has to be distin-
guished in situ. Well- characterized and validated anti-
bodies with known fragment specificity should be used. 
Detection of complement and its activation fragments is 
performed routinely in pathology laboratories and the 
difficulties of working with paraffin- embedded tissues 
are well documented131. Nevertheless, reliable protocols 
nowadays exist for immunohistochemical staining of 
complement components and activation fragments in 
paraffin- embedded tumour tissue32, with antibodies val-
idated by competition tests with purified intact proteins 
or fragments. With the current state of imaging analyses, 
distinction between intracellular production and depos-
its with automated algorithms is tricky. This therefore 
requires experienced observers to stratify the patients. 
Moreover, proteomic analyses (such as high spatial reso-
lution mass spectrometry imaging or cytometry by time 
of flight (CyTOF)) enable spatially resolved profiling of 
the proteins within different tumour regions. Exploration 
of the role of complement in cancer will benefit from 
the advent of these technologies, which will ultimately 
enable better evaluation of complement production and 
deposits in situ. In turn, this will leverage complement 
biomarker discovery and validation in patients with can-
cer. Furthermore, this could open up avenues for person-
alized therapeutic approaches, selecting for patients who 
might benefit most from complement- targeting therapy.

A further challenge, when a complement protein is 
produced both by malignant cells and infiltrating host 
cells, is to ascribe the pro- tumoural or antitumoural 
effect to this particular complement protein and its 
canonical and/or non- canonical functions, or to the 
presence of the cell itself, as in the case for C1q+ TAMs32.

Indeed, our prognostic data presented here need to 
be interpreted within the limits of using median gene 
expression as a cut- off to stratify patients. Even if the 
median cut- off did not reveal significant prognostic 
impact of complement genes in the ‘complement of 
uncertain significance’ group of patients, use of sta-
tistically defined optimal cut- offs may have revealed 
significant correlations.

Therapeutic perspectives
Our analysis of a large panel of cancers (Fig. 4) revealed 
simultaneous intratumoural expression of genes coding 
for proteins involved in complement activation (C1q, 
C1s, C1r and C3) or sensing activation products (C3aR 

and C5aR) as well as in complement regulation (C1inh, 
FH, FI and CD59). Taken together, the local production 
and increased activation of complement in the TME is 
associated with dampening of the antitumour immune 
responses and promotion of cancer progression in a 
large number of different cancer types. Although fur-
ther studies are needed, current evidence suggests that 
liver- derived complement seems to be less important 
in tumour biology compared with locally and/or intra-
cellularly derived complement. It is now important to 
define which cells produce which components at what 
time points and in which cancer types. This will guide 
the design of future therapeutic strategies, targeting the 
right complement component spatially and temporally 
in the appropriate type of cancer.

Despite the heterogeneity of the data reported in the 
literature, it can be concluded that, in the majority of 
tumour types, the anaphylatoxin receptors C3aR and 
C5aR1 can be considered a novel class of immune check-
points that could be targeted for cancer immunotherapy. 
Indeed, C5aR1 blockade by small- molecule inhibitor or 
antibody led to decreased tumour growth in various 
tumour mouse models either alone6 or in combination 
with immune checkpoint inhibitors (anti- programmed 
cell death 1 (PD1) or anti- PDL1)18,45,132. Nevertheless, 
mouse data should be interpreted with caution, as sub-
stantial differences exist between rodent and human  
complement regulators and receptors. However, the  
in vitro experiments with human cells validated the pro- 
tumoural role of the C5a–C5aR1 axis identified in 
mouse models. This subsequently promoted a phase I 
clinical trial for administration of a C5aR1 mono clonal 
antibody (IPH5401) in combination with the anti- 
PDL1 therapy durvalumab in patients with advanced 
solid tumours, which is now recruiting (STELLAR-001, 
NCT03665129)133. C5aR1 blockade has also been shown 
to improve the efficacy of chemotherapy. Indeed, C5aR1 
targeting with the small- molecule inhibitor PMX-53 
improved the efficacy of paclitaxel chemotherapy, by 
promoting an antitumoural T cell response in a mouse 
model of squamous carcinogenesis16. Recent evidence 
for the role of the interaction of iC3b with CR3 in gen-
erating an immunosuppressive phenotype of intra-
tumoural neutrophils suggests that blockade at the level 
of C3 might be another promising target, at least for 
ovarian cancer48.

Many complement- targeting molecules are in the 
pipeline for various disease indications134,135 and could be 
adapted for cancer therapy, acting at different steps of the 
cascade49. Nevertheless, any therapeutic combinations 
with standard- of-care therapies have to take into account 
the large variety of functions of complement proteins, 
such as in the context of radiotherapy, where C3a and 
C5a are crucial to the antitumour immune response136. 
Moreover, newly described connections between intra-
cellular complement and cellular metabolism, discov-
ered in T cells19, will likely turn out to shape the TME, 
affecting therapeutic outcome.

Cancer vaccines are a promising approach to stimu-
late the immune system to efficiently recognize and kill 
tumour cells. endothelial quiescence prevents tumour- 
specific T cell homing. This endothelial quiescence was 

Endothelial quiescence
The resting state of the 
endothelium, enabling it to 
exert its barrier functions, 
preventing thrombosis and 
inflammation. in the context of 
cancer, quiescent endothelium 
establishes a barrier that 
prevents T cells from efficiently 
penetrating the tumour.
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reversed by cytokine- mediated activation of the tumour 
vasculature followed by upregulation of C3 and local 
generation of C5a in the TC-1 mouse model, inoculated 
with primed T cells. These T cells were derived from 
mice and primed with human papilloma virus (HPV) 
antigens expressed by the TC-1 cell line137. The C5a- 
dependent upregulation of endothelial adhesion mole-
cules resulted in efficient T cell extravasation, infiltration 
into the tumour and malignant cell killing. These results 
highlight once again the context- dependent action of 
complement. In the same model, complement activa-
tion is pro- tumoural31,32, but it becomes antitumoural 
during therapy to elicit a robust antitumour immune 
response137. Indeed, these data suggest that when effector 
T cells are present, complement facilitates tumour rejec-
tion, whereas it may promote inflammation and tumori-
genesis when other immune cell types predominate over 
antitumour T cells137.

Big efforts are now focused on the design of antican-
cer monoclonal antibodies with enhanced complement- 
mediated cytotoxicity in order to kill the tumour cells 
to which they are directed. The recent discovery of the 
potentiation of the C1q binding and complement activa-
tion by IgG hexamerization prompted the development 
of a new generation of therapeutic antibodies138–140.  
If given in the right context, these antibodies might pro-
vide benefit in the eradication of tumours. Although 
limited, the data from the literature suggest that the 
impact of tumour cell- binding IgG on tumour growth 
is context dependent. In an immunostimulatory context, 
such antibodies can induce powerful antitumour immu-
nity that can potentially be harnessed for the treatment 
of patients with cancer. The potential benefit- to-harm 

ratio has to be evaluated for each subset of patients even 
within one tumour type to avoid potential enhancement 
of the pro- tumoural impact of complement. Intervention 
strategies11, such as blocking or silencing the mem-
brane complement regulatory proteins, inhibiting the 
extracellular enzymes that interfere with complement 
activation or inhibiting the intracellular pathways that 
support tumour cell resistance and recovery, have to be 
established to overcome the resistance of tumour cells to 
complement- mediated killing, which will improve the 
efficacy of these therapeutic antibodies.

Conclusions
In order to design efficient complement- targeted thera-
peutics for cancer we have to better understand the mecha-
nisms by which these complement proteins contribute to 
tumour development. This will enable us to tip the finely 
tuned balance of the complement reaction to favour 
tumour rejection and to decide whether the best strategy 
going forward would be to block the activation, prevent 
the regulation and/or act on the functions of these proteins 
of the complement system to treat patients with cancer.

Note added in proof
While this review was in proof, Aykut et al. reported that 
the binding of MBL to glycans of fungal walls and lectin 
pathway activation was required for oncogenic progres-
sion in pancreatic cancer. Deletion of MBL or C3 in the 
extratumoural compartment or knockdown of C3ar 
in tumour cells were both protective against tumour 
growth in mouse models148.
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